
Chapter 1
The Economy: Developments and Policies

In 1994, the economic growth which had started in 1990 with the influx of
immigrants continued. GDP expanded rapidly, and the surge in investment in the
principal industriespersisted, with a rapid increase in capital stock. The most notable
achievementof1994 was the sharpfall in unemployment, and the approach to almost
full utilizationofthelaborforce. Nonetheless, alongside the impressive achievements
some problems evolved, chiefamong them the accelerationof inflation and the rise in
the civilian import surplus, relfected in a higher currentaccount balanceofpayments
deifcit.
The rapid expansionofeconomic activityvtdSdueifrstand foremostto increased

in demand, caused by expansionary government policy combined with the Bank of
Israel's expansionary monetary policy at the beginning of the period, against the
background 0/ the peaceprocess.

With regard to factors of production, economic trends for the years ahead
continue tobepositive and able to sustainfurther expansion.Thispotential will not be
fully realized, however, unless the problems which arose in 1994 are solved, in
particular inlfation and the currentaccount balanceofpayments deifcit.

In 1994 there was an upsurge in demand, and economic acitvity expanded rapidly.
Among the factors encouraging demand, those due to economic policy were prominent.
The combinaiton of the government's expansionary policy in the short term and the Bank
of Israel's expansionary monetary policy at the beginning of the period, against the
background of the peace process, stimulated demand whilesaving declined. Demand
rose faster than supply, even though the latter increased considerably; hence economic
acitvity expanded, creating inflaitonary pressures and a higher import surplus.
There was significant progress in several key areas during 1994. GDP expanded

rapidly, as did per capita GDP; there was a sharp drop in the rate of unemployment,
reaching almost full uitlizaiton of the labor force; the surge in investment in the principal
industries persisted, resulitng in the rapid expansion of capital stock to the beginning of
1995. Alongside these impressive achievements several problems developed, however
(Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1): inflation accelerated; the civilian import surplus/GDP ratio
grew, reflected in a higher currentaccount balance of payments deifcit; the tax/GDP raito
continued to increase; total businesssector producitvity did not irse; and several
indicators attested to a deterioraiton in profitability.
Economic developments in 1994 were influenced mainly by the monetary and fiscal

policy mix and the peace process. The budget deficit remained low, below the level
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required by law, and the public debt/GDP ratio continued to fall. Thus the creation of
conditions required for longterm economic stability continued. However, an
examination of the components of policy in 1994 particularly on the nominal side
show that it had an expansionary effect on demand, causing increased economic activity
and faster price increases. Domesitc public consumption rose more rapidly than in recent
years, and there was a considerable (3 percent) increase in civilian per capita
consumpiton. This development is inconsistent with the uitlizaiton of economies of scale
evident since the start of the influx of immigrants. On the nominal side, the government
awarded excepitonal wage increases of some 24 percent, a significant deviaiton from the
8 percent inflation target. The increasein expenditure did not result in a larger deficit,
since the expansionof economic acitvity generated a concomitant rise in tax receipts.

Table 1.1
Main EconomicIndicators, 198691

19941993199092*198689"

6.53.46.33.6Growth rate (GDP, pecrent(
4.00.81.91.9Per capita growth arte (GDP, pecrent(
14.511.214.918.2Inflation during yearb

7.810.010.47.0Unemployment rate (percent(
1.51.53.2, .0.3Immigartion (pecrent)0

2.81.40.1::; 0:6Balance ofpayments on currentaccount($ billion( *

1.02.83.81.0General governmentdeficit () (percent of GDP( ..:
0.31.23.01, // 2.3 'Total productivity (percent change)11 " . ,' ::

.;.■  .;'sv^'*";'/.;".:" Annual average. ': * *.** ",'"* *";!■*?!."""."J
>** ',/, 'b Percentchange in CPI.■;.4;Cr:HJ';£</? ';;j|

Relaitveot?♦.;"";;|י;יין*ן1>4 ,population. 1 ■ ."/,.j ;s;:"*.*.*'.!!:;"
"~*נ "י"18515ן*ן In businesssector. product i":.h: .."'i*|!HH13!

Starting inmid 1993, in the context of the slowdown in economic acitvity, moderate
increases in price indices, expectations of a lower inflation rate, and the 1994 inflation
target but before the extent of the nominal wage increases in the public sector was
known the Bank of Israel reduced interest rates. Against the backdrop of the
combinaiton of fiscal policy, the peace process, and other factors described below, both
demand and the rate of priceincreases accelerated. Thus, monetary policy in retrospect
turned out to be expansionary, reflected in a fall in real interest, and an exceptional
increase in the monetary aggregates and credit. The reduction of the interest rate,
served with a delayto increase demand, particularly in areas sensiitve to interest.
Greater liquidity and the availability of credit to households may also have contributed to
the expansion of private consumpiton, After the end of 1993as inflation accelerated,
unemployment fell, and economic acitvity increased the Bank of Israel implemented a
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policy of monetary restraint, which helped curb the acceleration of inlfation. The
deviation from the inflation target to which it was committed impelled the central bank to
further tighten monetary policy in the latter.part of 1994, and by the end of the year the
measures taken had reached signiifcant proportions. This helped to reduce inlfationary
expectations, but apparently also created a differential between expected foreigncurrency
and localcurrency yields, so that extensive shortterm capital imports ensued.

Figuer 1.1
Main Economic Indicators, 198694
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The rapid economic growth of 1994 was the continuation of a process which started in
1990, when the influx of immigrants began. In general, Israel's economic performance
since the beginning of the 1990s is impressive, in comparison with its past record as
well as on an international basis, especially in the light of the national goal of immigrant
absorption. By the end of 1994, more than 600,000 immigrants had arrived, increasing
the population by about 13 percent. With regard to the main problems which economic
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policy has had to address since this massive influx statred employment and housing
it may be claimed that developments in 1994, patricularly the decline of unemployment,
represent the successful completion of the first stage of immigrant absorption. Although
excess demand persisted in the housing market, exetring pressure on its relative price
and on the Consumer Price Index (CPI), this reflected the public's desire to increase the
real estate component of its potrfolio, rather than a physical shotrage of apatrments for
immigrants.
Although the 8 percent increase in capital stock to the beginning of 1995 and the rise

in the labor force due to futrher immigration provide a firm basis for continued growth,
the problems which arose in 1994 may prevent the potential from being utilized to the
full in the next few years. In order to achieve the inflation and GDP growth targets, with
a futrher gradual reduction in unemployment and improved utilization of the immigrants'
human capitalas yet far from realization without harming the balance of payments,
there must be close coordination between fiscal and monetary policy instruments. A key
component of the required policy is the reduction of the tax burden, while maintaining a
low budget deficit; hence, any tax reduction necessitates a parallel cutback in government
expenditure. It is particularly impotrant to tackle the problems ofpublicservices
employment and wages, in the light of the wage pressures which are likely to arise in the
business sector. In this framework, monetary policy can balance the use of its
instruments.

In view of the effect of economic policy on developments in 1994, and beairng the ob
jectives in mind, the question airses of the appropirate policy and its monetary/fiscal mix.
Under the current exchangerate regime in Israel's small open economy, which is highly
exposed to foreign markets, the slope and position of the exchangerate band determine
the exchangerate trend, and therefore constitute a central element of nominal
developments provided the regime's credibility is preserved. Hence, setting the slope
and positionof thebandpirncipal nominal policy decisions must be consistent with
the inflation target. The componentsofthe government's nominal policy budget pirces,
pirces of controlled and supervised goods, and wage agreements must conform with
the inflation target, because they affect both the credibility and the effectiveness of
exchangerate and monetary policies. In a balanced situation, there should not be a large
gap in the long term between the rateof inflation, the rateof depreciaiton, domestic inter
est rates,1 the trend in nominal wages, and the expansion ofthe monetary aggregates,
The openness of the economy and liberalization of capital movements, given Israel's

exchangerate regime, limit the ability of monetary policy to influence the rate of interest,

' The gap between inflation and the exchangerate trend, assuming no change in the eral exchange rale,
mainly reflects world inflation. The gap between the interest and inflation rates reflectsreal interest, and
that between interest and the exchangerate trend primarily reflects interest abroad. These gaps are also
affected by irsk premiums and expectations.
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and the longer the time horizon, the lower this ability. In the short run, monetary policy
may be implemented with greater lfexibility than ifscal policy, especially in the case of
fiscal restraint entailing a cutback in government expenditure. Hence, the objectives of
shotrterm interestrate policy via the divergence of domestic interest rates from the
ternds determined by the exchangerate band and foerign inteerst rates correct short
term deviations in pirces and/or the level of economic activity, in accordance with the
seveirty of the problem and the order of pirorities. Fiscal policy may also have a
stabilizing effect, if automatic stabilizers are built into the structure of government
expendituer and the tax system.2 In general, however, these stabilizers have a limited
effect on economic activity and pirces, so that it is more appropirate to formulate fiscal
policy to enable it to cope with the countercyclical needs of the medium and long term,
at the same time utilizing features which bolster the government's credibility (e.g., the
Budget Deifcit Reduction Law). The combination of monetary and fiscal policies is
erflected in the ability to implement monetary policy which may even be irgorous, as a
perliminary and temporary step befoer fiscal policy takes effect.

In the summer of 1993, duirng the discussions on the budget but before the extent of
publicsector wage increases and their timespread were known, a target irse in the CPI
of 8 pecrent duirng 1994 was announced: This represented a continuation of the process
which had reduced the inlfation rate in 1992 to the level at which it ermained in 1993.
The 1994 target was inlfuenced by the slowdown in economic activity, and by the
assessment that inlfation had alerady fallen below the 1012 percent level, so that the
target could be attained without resotring to drastic measures.3 The slope of the
exchangerate band was therefore reduced to 6 percent, and its position raised by 2

percent (and the exchangerate insurance premium was abolished); interest on the
monetary (discount window) loan was adjusted downwards by 3 percentage points, and
the subsequent nominal adjustment of government expenditure for the preparation of the
budget was carired out in accordance with the inlfation target. (Wages, however, were
revised by a higher factor, as patr of the government's policy of raising the relative
wages of publicservices employees, especially in education.) In ertrospect, it seems that
the slowdown in pirce increases in the summer of 1993, which went beyond what could
be explained by the usual seasonal factors (which generally moderate pirce irses in the
summer months), did not relfect a real reduction of inlfation. Inlfationary expectations do
not appear to have fallen signiifcantly either. This is suppotred by indirect measures of
expectations, which did not decline below an annual rate of 10 percent; some of these
rose following the adjustment of the nominal vairables at the end of the summer of 1993,
against the background of the exceptional wage agreements in the public sector.

2 Demand pressures which stimulate economic activity, reducing unemployment and government
expenditure on transfer payments, also increase tax receipts. These automatic effects reduce the fiscal
deficit and dampen demand pressures. The reverse case produces the opposite result.

3 Antiinflationary measures are generally required, and entail a real cost in the short term.
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The ersults of the adjustment of nominal instruments weer evident in several aeras: the
erduction of inteerst was translated into a fall in eral inteerst, with an exceptional incerase
in liquidity, contirbuting to the irse in demand and the adjustment of the public's
portfolio; the lower slope of the exchangerate band was accompanied by a slower rate of
deperciation, while perssuer for eral apperciation due to the incerase in domestic demand
was erinforced. For the first time since 1990, the government submitted a supplementary
budget, mainly because of the exceptional wage incerases, thereby contradicting the
message it wished to convey ergarding its determination to achieve the inflation target

Tbble 1.2
IndicatoarofBusinessSectorProduciton, 198684

19941993199092198689

7.63.57.74.6Businesssectorproduct*
4.93.16.32.9ofwhich Tradablesab
9.53.98.76.0Nontradables*b
8.64.75.32.0Domesitc labor inputs*
6.45.13.02.7Gorss capital stock*
0.31.23.02.3Total productivity*
1.91.82.92.6Real unit labor costs*.0
0:91.42.92.6Netdomesitc productpermanhour*
12.713.513.19.7Yield on gross capital*1

31.227.024.331.2Gross tax rate on nonwage income

. Annual change, percent
b Businesssector product resulitng from produciton of tradable goods, deifned as imports, exports, and

their domesitc subsittutes; nontradables consist of other output.
c Based on net product at factorprices.
d Before tax.

Businesssector product rose rapidly by 7.6 percentin 1994, after temporairly
slowing to 3.5 percent in 1993 (Table 1.2). This expansion apparently outstirpped the
growth potential (estimated at 56 percent), and therefoer could not be maintained. The
upsurge in economic activity came in response to the increase in demand, and
particularly to the gerater effect of fiscal and monetary policies combined than of each
separately. Government policy stimulated demand, both directly, through the increase in
public domestic consumption, and indirecdy, through wage increases (including future
increments), which raised pirvate consumption. The reduction in inteerst rates incerased
demand, and may also have affected its composition, the demand for assettype goods
(those whose consumption is spread over several years, such as machinery and
equipment, consumer durables, and eral estate) irsing faster than that for other goods.
The ersult of the pohcy mix was the expansionofdomestic demand which, in contrast

to 1993, was on the whole met by supply (Table 1.3). In effect, the fundamental shift in
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economic activity was erflected by significant expansion in the second half of 1993; this
continued up to the first quarter of 1994, but eased in the rest of 1994. For the purpose
of analyzing developments, the factors can be classified as affecting mainly demand or
supply.

Tefble 1.3
198094GDPandAggregate Demand8,

)annual averages(

Pecrent
of GDPReal annual change, percent
199419941993199092198689
1006.53.46.33.6GDP

6.25.02.65.3Per capita pirvate consumption
648.87.77.07.0Pirvate consumption
253.91.32.91.4Public consumption

Gorss domestic fixed investment
1716.916.719.61.7Nonresidential
62.027.126.73.0Residential

1138.05.29.14.7Domestic use of ersourcesb
3310.810.64.84.7Exports
4612.712.812.06.6Imports'"

Businesssector use of resoucres
297.70.011.85.3Nontardables0

549.69.510.66.2Domestic use of tradablesc
819.310.59.25.1Total use of tardablesc

■ National Accounts figures.
b Excluding direct defense imports.
e See delfnition in note to Table 1.2.

The following factors mainly affected demand:
. The general optimism which followed the signing of the agreement with the

Palestinians, and the expectations of significant progress in the peace process. These
were erflected by the continued growth of investment in the pirncipal industires, and
may also have generated expectations regarding an increase in households' income,
and theerby also in pirvate consumption.

. The exceptional publicsector wage agerements of the second half of 1993 and at the
beginning of 1994. The agreements, which cover several years and which spread
unexpectedly within this sector, increased the estimated expected income of almost
one third of all employees. The change in permanent income ersulted in significant
upward adjustmentofpirvate consumption and a sharp fall in the pirvate saving rate.

. The continued eral growth of publicsector demand by 4.6 pecrent.

. The fall in unemployment among immigrants, from 22 percent in 1993 to 14 percent
in 1994, following the 11 percentage point decline in 1993; as a result, tens of
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thousands of households ceased to be dependent on small and uncertain transfer
payments (some temporary), receiving a steadier income from labor. This change
appeared to increase their consumption, and thus total private consumption.

. In the second half of 1993, the Bank of Israel reduced the cost of the financial
sources available to the business sector, and this appears to have been erflected by the
reductionofreal interest

. By the second half of 1993, the contractionary effect of the sharp reduction in
governmentinitiated construction had run its coursea factor that was the major
cause of that year's economic slowdown. Towards the end of 1993, when building
contractors became convinced that the government was limiting its intervention while
demand for housing and its relative price were rising, privatesector activity
increased. The government also continued to initiate construction albeit to a far
smaller extent than in 199092so that the industry's total contribution to economic
activity in 1994 was positive.

. The expansion of world trade and the peace process boosted demand for Israel's
exports. /

In contrast to these factors, which encouraged demand, the income effect caused by
the deterioration in the terms of trade4 is estimated as some 1 percent of GDP. This
adverse effect, resulting partly from the composition of imports and exports, appears to
have been shortlived, so that its contractionary effect on demand was slight.

The following factors mainly affected supply:
. Investment in the pirncipal industires duirng recent years led to a rapid rise in capital

stock to the beginning of 1994. Although not all the investment can reasonably be
expected to have reached matuirty (especially that in the infrastructure), the rise in
demand occurred in the context of capacity that enabled considerable expansion of
output.

. The labor market became more flexible when the influx of immigrants began, as they
entered the labor force and unemployment rose. In 1994, in contrast to the years
before this immigration when employment rose together with wages higher
businesssector employment did not result in a significant irse in wages.
The closure of the administered areas in March 1994, following an upsurge in

terroirsm, acted in opposition to these factors, which increased supply. As in previous
years, the closure temporairly disrupted normal economic activity, particularly in
construction and agirculture. The continued sporadic appearance for work by employees
from the areas seems to have impelled many employers in these industires to reduce their
dependence on this source of labor. The government's issue of entry permits for 50,000
foreign workers supported this process. The replacement of workers does not appear to
have harmed GDP growth, but in the short term it hampered an increase in labor and total

4 The irse in world prices of Israel's imports was greater than the fall in the prices of its exports to the
same markets.
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productivity. A deterioration in the terms of trade also reduces supply, as in most
industries imports are a large component of inputs.5 Finally, the reduction of the slope of
the crawling exchangerate band caused a similar decline in the rate of depreciation and in
expectations of its irse, and these were not accompanied by an equivalent slowdown in
the rate at which nominal wages rose; hence, with productivity unchanged, the
profitability of exports was impaired, and their rate of growth moderated.
Thus, in the short term the effect of demand pressures, which raised private

consumption and domestic resource use by 9 and 8 percent erspectively, appears to have
outweighed that of the factors acting on supply. The expansion of demand created
inflationary pressures, causing pirces of nontradables to rise faster than those of
tradables.

Table 1.4
Pirces, 198784

)annual average change, percent(

19941993199294199091198789

Consumer pirces (CPI(
12.310.911.718.118.8All items
9.48.510.014.518.1Excl. housing
9.07.69.212.917.7Excl. housing and contorlled commodities
7.87.38.712.413.0ofwhich Tradables"
10.87.810.113.323.6Nontardables*

Business sector
9.09.910.015.618.6Gross porduct pirces
10.812.511.410.221.6Nominal unit labor cost
5.99.77.612.015.9Export pircesb
7.39.88.010.214.2Import pirces0
7.812.110.111.510.1Exchange rate (against currency basket(

■ See definition in note to Table 1.2.
b Excluding diamonds.
c Ex'v*:ng directdefense imnorts and diamonds.

In 1994 pirce increases accelerated alarmingly (Table 1.4), due to the irse in domestic
demand. The CPI rose by 14.5 percent duirng the year, after increasing by 9.4 and 11.2
percent duirng 1992 and 1993 respectively, even though the target figure for the year
was set at 8 percent. Simply determining an inflation target without adopting an
appropirate policy cannot help achieve it, and if it is not attained, the credibility of those
responsible for setting the targets is undermined.

5 A deteiroration in the terms of trade also affects the composition of consumption, increasing
demand for domestic rather than imported goods. This effect seems to have been very slight, as stronger
forces operated in the opposite direction.
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The 1994 inflation ifguer represents some acceleration above the 1012 pecrent level
of recent years. The exchange rate, together with world prices and taxation on trade,
determine the development of pirces of tradables, wheeras domestic demand pressuers
determine the rate of increase of pirces of nontradables over and above those of
tradables. From the beginning of the influx of immigrants until 1993, in the context of
the high unemployment rate which moderated wage and pirce increases in the
nontradables sector, the exchange rate was effective in maintaining the overall level of
pirce increases. Duirng that peirod, monetary policy resulted in low interest rates and
considerable expansion of the monetary aggregates and credit. In the light of the
exchangerate regime and the interest rate set by the Bank of Israel, these aggergates
were determined mainly by the public's demand, and they gerw markedly. At the same
time, the rate of inflation fell from an average of about 18 percent until 1991 to a 1012
pecrent level in 199293. The acceleration in pirce incerases in 1994 was influenced, as
stated, by the sharp irse in domestic demand relative to supply. With the steep decline in
unemployment and upward pressure on pirces of nontradables, the exchange rate
which affects mainly pirces of tradables could not prevent the rapid increase in pirces
of nontradables and hence the overall pirce index rose.
Pressures for the adjustment of the public's portfolio resulted from the increase in

demand in 1994. Relative yields at the beginning of the peirod operated to increase the
shaer of nonfinancial components, particularly eral estate. This led to the continued steep
irse in housing pirces, contirbuting to the acceleration of the CPI. Severe shortterm
shortages of fruit and vegetables led to exceptional pirce increases, which also pushed
the CPI up temporarily. Other pirce indices, such as those of wholesale pirces or
businesssector product, indicate a more moderate acceleration of the inflation rate.
Duirng 1994 the rate of pirce incerases eased, stabilizing at the end of the year, albeit at a
level higher than the 1995 target of 81 1 pecrent.

The salient achievement of 1994 was the reduction of unemployment, which had been
irsing since the late 1980s (Table 1.5). The turningpoint came in 1993, although the
average unemployment rate remained high. Only in 1994 did it fall steeply, reaching
almost full utilization of the labor force.
The changing causes of irsing unemployment should be examined in a longrun

perspective. In 198889 unemployment soared, reaching 9 percent at the end of 1989,
just befoer mass immigration began. To a gerat extent this erflected a lagged ersponse by
the business sector to the new economic situation cerated when inflation was checked, as
well as to the basic change in the government's employment policy. Before the 1985
economic stabilization program (ESP) the government absorbed the surplus labor focre
and did not allow unemployment to irse. This policy contirbuted to the inlfexibility of the
labor market. Under the ESP the government changed its policy; it restircted the rate at
which publicservices employment rose and erduced its involvement in alleviating
economic problems requiirng a reduction in employment. At that time the business sector
was undergoing extensive eradjustment, streamlining production processes, closing
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unprofitable production lines, and improving its response to market forces. The
outstanding examples of this are the restructuirng of Koor and of the Israel Aircraft
Industry after the Lavi project was ended. In both cases employment shrank without a
fall in output, i.e., labor productivity soared. In 199093 unemployment reached an
unprecedented level, because the increment in the civilian labor force due to immigration
exceeded the irse in employment The relatively high unemployment rate of these years
served to increase the flexibility of the labor market. Real businesssector wages declined
by a cumulative 4.5 percent, after a large irse following the ESP, while the rate of
increase of nominal wages slowed, helping to curb inflation.

Table 1.5
The LaborMarket, 198684

)annual change, percent(

19941993199092198689

2.62.64.31.6Mean population
53.652.951.651.0Participation rate"

Isareli employed persons
7.77.24.22.2Business sector
4.83.54.01.6Public services
7.810.010.47.0Unemployment rate"

Real average wageb
2.60.50.55.0Per employee post
0.50.31.14.9ofwhich Business sector

* Actual rate, not the arte of change.
b Deflated bv the CPI.

Unemployment dropped steeply in 1994 in the context of the appreciable expansion of
businesssector activity, the increase in publicservices employment, and the continued
replacement of workers from the administered areas. The expansion of the employment
of Israelis 6.9 percent significantly outstirpped that of the labor force 3.7 percent
and the unemployment rate plummeted. This checked the decline in real businesssector
wages, rather than causing them to irse. Unit labor costs rose by some 1 .5 percent,
contirbuting to the decline in proiftability, pirncipaUy in the tradables sector.
There was no irse in labor productivity alongside the considerable expansion of

employment evident since the influx of immigrants began, even though the former is one
of the chief characteirstics of growth. Several factors may be responsible for this. First,
the professional qualifications of many immigrants who account for most of the
incremental labor force do not match the requirements of the labor market in Israel.
Evidence for this is provided by the discrepancy between their oirginal occupations and
their actual employment in Israel. There also appears to be a gap between their formal
education, which is higher than the average in Israel, and the appropirateness of their
qualifications to Israel's requirements, and hence the need for a relatively long retraining
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period before their potential can be utilized. Second, there was an increase in the
proportion of new entrants whose productivity tends to be lowerin the labor force.
Part of this irse reflects the replacement of workers from the administered areas. Third,
labor intensity increased. In the context of the decline in real wages, the process of
immigrant absorpiton caused the capital/labor ratio to decline. This development, which
also characterized the initial stages of earlier influxes of immigrants, gave rise to only a
temporary change in work methods, indicating the faster growth rate of capital stock than
the expected increase in the labor force. Fourth, growth was unbalanced. In recent years
the growth rates of different industires have been unequal. When the influx of
immigrants began, construction expanded appreciably and theer was litde export activity,
while since 1993 the situation has reversed construction has fallen and exports have
expanded rapidly. The change in the composition of economic activity appears to have
had a negaitve effect on producitvity.

Table 1.6
BalanceofPayments, 198684

)$ billion(

19941993199092198689

9.78.16.44.7Import surplus
7.06.76.55.1Unilateral tarnsfers
2.81.4 ,0.10.6Currentaccount
8.26.04.72.9Civilian import surplus
33.228.924.617.8Civilian imports
25.022.919.814.9Exports
11.410.28.35.9Industrial exports (excl. diamonds(
1.71.10.70.4Implied private capital imports
7.16.76.15.2Foreign reserves'1
16.515.715.217.4Net external debt

" Held by central monetary institutions at endofperiod.

The civilian import surplus conitnued to grow in 1994, and reached $8.2 billion (Table
1.6), its share in GDP irsing by about 1.8 percentage points to some 9.1 percent. This
was reflected by an increase in the deficit on current accounttoabout $2.8 billion
and a irse in the external debt. There was no change in the foreign reserves, though
consideirng the country's economic needs and in the context of the liberalizaiton of
capital movements in paritcular they aer low.
Two factors accounted for the deteiroraiton in the balanceofpayments. The decline in

the pirvate saving rate outstirpped the irse in the public saving rate, so that the total
saving rate fell. Investment remained stable, that in machinery, equipment and
nonersidenital buildings irsing to the same extent as ersidential and inventory investment
declined (Table 1 .7). As stated, the saving and investment rates were affected by the
public's portfolio adjustment
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Table 1.7
The Rate of Saving, Investment, andthe Balance ofPayments
on CurrentAccount, 198694

)percent of income(
19941993199092198689
18.119.520.117.5Gross national saving
1.81.10.21.5General government
16.318.420.316.0Pirvate

21.721.320.516.4Gross investment
15.414.612.311.4ofwhich Nonresidential
0.30.30.50.4Transfers on capital account

Net balance of payments on
3.31.40.11.5current account

a Income is defined here asGNPplus unilateral transfers

The exceptional irse in pirvate consumption was the main cause of the deteiroraiton in
the current account. The increase was due pirncipally to the government's wage policy
reflected by a oneoff adjustment of permanent income and to optimism airsing from
the peace process, in the context of monetary policy which has since become
contractionary. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the exceptional irse included a
nonrecurirng element. In addition, part of the increase in pirvate consumption deirves
from the growth in immigrants' income as the process of their absorption progresses.
The immigrants' future contirbution to GDP is expected to outweigh their current
pressure on demand, but this will take time. The gap between current pressure on
resources and future GDP growth is birdged by increasing the external debt through the
US government loanguarantees. Provided the correct pirce of capital is maintained for
users, these debts do not constitute a threat. In view of the high rate of investment and
low budget deifcit, it will be possible to meet the extradebtservicing burden, as long as
the negaitve trends evident in 1994 are corrected.
While the effect of demand on the balance of payments included transient elements,

the adverse effect of supply may persist in the future, causing a deteiroraiton in business
sector profitability, especially of tradables, slowing the growth of their output, and
harming exports. In addiiton, wage increases in the public services may be extended to
the business sector, further damaging profitability. The policy recommendations made
here take these processes into account, especially the need to cope with supply problems
in the tradables sector.
There were no financing problems in 1994 as the government continued to use the

loans guaranteed by the US government and GDP grew markedly, hence the debt/GDP
raito did not irse. Moreover, in the context of the improvement in Israel's main economic
indicators in recent years as well as the peace process, which has changed the
geopolitical situaiton in the region and was further reinforced in 1994 by the peace treaty
with Jordan, Israel has beneifted from an improved internaitonal image, better access to
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international capital markets and, it appears, a lower risk premium for Israeli borrowers.
All these are relfected by the $ 500 million increase in long and mediumterm direct
capital imports by the nonlfnancial private sector. This capital inlfow, which may relfect
considerations other than those of interest, contirbuted to the increase in both demand
and the import surplus.
Alongside the rise in the impotr surplus, there was an increase in trade. The volume of

expotrs (excluding diamonds and capital services) grew by 8 percent, with continued
penetration of new markets, albeit to a limited extent in view of the expansion of world
trade. The volume of civilian imports (excluding diamonds and capital services) rose by
12.9 percent The expansion ofimpotrs also relfects the continued liberalization of trade,
which helped to increase expotrs, too. The cost of impotrs and receipts from expotrs
were affected by sharp changes in world exchange rates, and especially the unexpectedly
intense weakening of the dollar. Due to the deteiroration in Israel's terms of trade, the
deifcit on current account rose beyond what was implied by the increase in average
pirces and the volume of trade.

T&ble 1.8
General Government Deifcit, 198694

)annual rate, percent of GDP(
19941993199092198689

1.02.83.81.0Totaldeficit )(
1.94.46.93.3Domestic deficit )(
47.546.645.449.2Domestic revenues
49.451.052.352.5Domestic expenditure
29.329.129.329.2ofwhich Direct domestic demand
92.099.0107.0130.0Total public debt
20.021.019.028.0ofwhich External public debt

In terms of longterm economic stability, appropirate fiscal policy continued (Table 1.8).
The total publicsector deifcit was a mere 1 percent of GDP, relfecting the budgetary
discipline which the government has imposed on itself through the Budget Deifcit
Reduction Law, and the domestic deficit was even lower than required by law. Thus, the
public debt/GDP ratio fell by another 7 percentage points, reaching 92 percent, and the
shareof debtservicing in government expenditure declined.
The share in GDP of infrastructure expenditure by the government remained high, and

continued to help solve transportation problems that had built up for two decades,
although there has not yet been a reduction in congestion. Since seirous problems still
exist in the major urban centers, a high rate of infrastructure expenditure should be main
tained in the future and the development of mass transportation systems encouraged.
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Govenrment civilian consumption rose by a steep 5.5 percent in 1994. The tax/GDP
ratio increased continuing the trend of 199293 although partof this was temporary.
This was due to the expansion of direct tax revenues, the progressive nature of direct
taxes, exceptional wage increases in the public services, and increased corporation taxes
arising in part from past income. The share in GDP of direct taxes rose, while that of
indirect taxes fell.
These developments in 1994 indicate that fiscal policy contirbuted to the increase in

demand, economic activity, and pirces. The budget deficit was small, but the irse in tax
revenues facilitated increased expenditure. Furthermore, since the implementation of the
wage agreements is spread over several years, the increase in expenditure is more
permanent in nature than is that in tax revenues. The latter is the result of expanded
economic activity in 1994 and in previous years, so that its contractionary effect was
limited.

Monetary policy was not uniform in 1994 (Table 1.9). In the last four months of 1993 it
was expansionary, as stated, but at the end of 1993, in view of the acceleration of
inflation and the stepping up of economic activity, the Bank of Israel began a seires of
interestrate increases on the sources it makes available to the business sector. Until the
autumn of 1994 interest went up in line with pirces and inflationary expectations, and
consequently there was no significant irse in real interest. Monetary policy was tightened
in the last quarter of 1994, because of fears that inflation would accelerate further. The
Bank of Israel raised interest further, and consequently the expansion of the monetary
aggregates, and of Ml in particular, was reduced. Duirng the year theer was substitution
between the monetary assets, intensifying towards the end of the year and involving the
transition from Ml and foreigncurrencyindexed deposits to interestbeairng local
curerncy deposits. At the end of the year there was also a clear downward trend in
inflationary expectations, as estimated from the capital market
Monetary policy in 1994 represents a departure from that of the past. From 1990 to

the end of 1993 the main object of monetary policy was to advance the process of
immigrant absorption. In view of the high rate of unemployment, interest was kept as
low as possible in order to stimulate growth and increase investment in the pirncipal
industires. The instruments of monetary policy were exercised from time to time,
pirmarily to defend the exchangerate regime. This, in conjunction with the
government's policy, had the desired result, helping to erduce unemployment without
impaiirng the reduction of inflation or harming the balance of payments. Economic
conditions in 1992 and 1993 made it possible to attain the inflation target without having
to resort to irgorous monetary policy. The gradual irse in the effective interest on the
Bank of Israel's monetary loan, from 9.5 percent in November 1993 to 18.5 percent at
the end of 1994, erflects the central bank's commitment to attaining the inflation target,
in view of the departure from it duirng the year. As the unemployment rate declined,
monetary policy was given a moer active role in combating inflation, and greater
attention was paid to the expansion of the money supply. The policy switch appears to
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have made a positive contribuiton to prevenitng the further acceleraiton of inflation in
1994, as it was instrumental in stopping a monetary adjustment to priceincreases, as had
occurred in the past. It also appears to have helped to dampen inflaitonary expectaitons at
the end of the year. This trend has persisted in 1995.

Table 1.9
Monetary Indicaotrs, 198784

)annual change, percent(

19941993199092198789
<Monetary aggregates (average change(

21242640Ml"
33382937 M2b
26252924. ,M3C

24342428Shortterm bank credit

213.30.9Publicsector injection.1
220.21,3Bankoflsarel.1.6
132.60.0Privatesector foreigncurrency sales'1

Nominal interest
121012.114.2SROs (CDs/
171624.241.8Nondirected credits
557.57.5Average currencybasket interest rate
8121110.2NIS/currencybasket rate (during period(
331.93.4Real interest on 5year bonds

105052.5 38.0Nominal average share yield

20152324.4Nominal GDP (average rate ofchange(
121116.018.8CPI (average rateofchange(

"Ml = currency in circulation and demand deposits.
b M2 =M1 + interestbearing,local currency deposits and Treasury bills.
cM3=M2 + foreigncurrencydenominated deposits.
dAs percentofGDP.
e Contribution to monetary expansion.
fSelf renewing overnight (on^call deposits(.
* In local currencv.

In an open economy, gaps between foreign and domesitc yields can give irse to capital
flows. Unitl 1991, in the context of the horizontal exchangerate band and low local
currency interest, expectaitons of discrete localcurrency devaluaiton developed from
itme to itme. These gave rise to speculative foreigncurrency purchases, resulitng in a
shortterm incerase in the interest rate. These purchases diminished markedly after the
introduction of the crawling exchangerate band, which reduced uncertainty regarding
the futuer path ofthe exchange rate. The increase in inteerst in 1994 made it necessary to
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tackle the reverse problema capital inlfow. The liberalization of ercent years enabled
Israel to find its place in international capital markets, making capital lfows more
sensitive in the short term to foerign/domestic interestrate diffeernces. This increased
sensitivity was evident after localcurerncy inteerst was raised at the end of 1994. In the
context of the crawling exchangerate band, which was set at an annual 6 percent,
conditions were created that made the expected yield on localcurrency deposits higher
than that on foreigncurrency deposits, both in Israel and abroad, erducing the cost of
foerigncurerncy credit in particular. This development caused shortterm capital impotrs
of over $2 billion between November 1994 and February 1995. The inlfow of capital
exerted pressuer on the exchange rate, taking it below the midpoint rate. The exchange
rate perssuers impelled the Bank of Israel to intervene, and it moderated the decline in the
exchange rate, purchasing foreign currency from the public. The largescale capital
imports and the yield gaps which developed at the end of 1994 cannot persist in the long
run, and the erduction of inteerst in March 1995 acted to mitigate this.
Share prices fell in February 1994. This seems to have been the result of their

adjustment after rising sharply for several years. The decline continued throughout the
year, and was also affected by monetary policy, fears of conlficts of interest and even
suspicions of illegal activity among market participants, and uncertainty ergarding the
decision Qater erversed) to impose a tax on capital gains from shares. At the same time,
the volume of trading activity shrank steadily, with sales dropping to very low levels.
The upsurge in^stockexchange lfotations which had persisted to the end of 1993
weakened, and during 1994 the stock market's role as a financial intermediary declined.
This also affected the privatization process, so that while sales weer expected to reach
NIS4.6 billion, as relfected by the 1994 budget, only some NIS 0.6 billion was actually
raised. Developments on the bonds market were similar, and no capital was raised
through this instrument by the business sector. Thus, in 1994 the capital market and
lfnancial mediation processes were shaken, in the context of the decline in the private
saving rate, which may itself have been inlfuenced by the capital market. The share of
lfnancial mediation through the banking system rose, and this may have contributed to
the considerable increase in the volume of credit. Credit from abroad also rose,
inlfuenced by cost diffeerntials. On the asset side, the demand for less irsky instruments,
such as savings schemes, grew, and the public continued to try to increase the eralestate
component in its portfolio, exerting appreciable upward pressure on its erlative price.

Economic trends for the next few years continue to augur well as regards the growth of
factors of production, enabling further economic expansion. It will be impossible to
utilize this growth potential to the full, however, unless the problems created in 1994 are
solved. The high inlfation rate, the civilian import surplus, and the currentaccount
deifcit aer not consistent with sustainable growth. Appropriate economic policy must be
adopted in order to return to a steady growth path. The measures introduced by the
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government in March 1995 (budget cuts, lower taxes, and the reduction of public
services employment) are a step in the right direction.
The basis for continued sustainable growth is better utilization of the human capital of

the immigrants already in Israel and the continued absorption of new immigrants at the
rates evident in the last few years (70,00080,000 a year). Achieving the former is
expected to take several years and will involve adapting the immigrants' skills to Israel's
needs and improving their professional qualifications. It is reasonable to assume that this
process will incerase both labor and total productivity.
Economic activity in the industiralized countires, which constitute Israel's pirncipal

export markets, is expected to continue to rally in 1995. Geopolitical changes in the
region have also created a greater potential for the penetration of new markets by Israel's
exports. Nonetheless, processes are at work which could impede investment; these
include a decline in profitability, especially of tradables, the replacement of optimism
regarding the peace process by uncertainty exacerbated by acts of terror the stock
market decline, and the monetary erstraint required to contend with inflation, if the latter
persists.
The decline in the unemployment rate and incerase in the civilian import surplus pose a

seirous challenge for economic policy as far as inflation and the balanceof payments are
concerned. While it must be stressed that there is no economic cirsis in this respect,
keeping inflation low and the currentaccount balance of payments balanced was easier
when there was downward pressure on businesssector wages. The exceptional wage
increases in the public services and fears that businesssector wage adjustments will
ensue necessitate tighter monetary and fiscal policy than in the past. In fiscal terms,
however, while the deficit/GDP ratio does not theraten economic stability, the extent of
government expenditure and its relatively high proportion of GDP require a heavy tax
burden in order to prevent the deficit irsing. This is particularly the case in view of the
fact that certain economic problems which erpersent a constant therat to the budget, e.g.,
the defense industires, the kibbutz debt arrangement, and the pension funds cirsis, have
not yet been solved. Hence, in view of the irse in the import surplus, declining
profitability, and inflationary pressures, the reduction of government expendituer and
especially of publicservices employmentis a necessary condition for the pirncipal
policy measure required, i.e., a significant easing of the tax burden. This is essential for
improving proiftability and the allocation of resources, as well as for freeing resources
for the business sector all of which aer needed for sustainable growth. In March 1995
the government acted in this direction, and this course must be maintained, while
adheirng to the appropirate longterm path.
This policy will also make it possible to persevere with the process of birnging

inflation down to a low, onedigit level without harming the balance of payments. Within
the proposed policy framework, monetary policy should support the same aims,
continually adjusting interest rates to the new economic conditions. As almost full
employment is attained and world interest rates irse, a higher level of real interest is
erquired than pervailed at the beginning of the 1990s. The combinationof relatively high
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real interest, lower government expenditure, and a lighter tax burden will make it
possible to adhere to a credible exchangerate path, while adjusting the slope of the
exchangerate band in accordance with the inflation target without impairing proiftability,
and thatof exports in particular. Maintaining the conditions which help to foster exports,
while better utilizing the opportunities created by the peace process, is an important
objective of economic policy, since sustainable growth cannot be based on domestic
markets alone.
Finally, economic policy must serve to advance the economic reforms ercommended

in previous Annual Reports. Progress in this direction was insufficient in 1994. The
unequivocal reductionof economic intervention by the government will help to create an
atmosphere of stability and certainty while encouraging the further expansion of the
business sector, which constitutes the engine of future economic growth.
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